
1. Introduction
As Earth orbits the Sun, it sweeps up fragments of comets and asteroids that ablate in its atmosphere. Most of 
these fragments are micrometeoroids with masses of 1 μg to 1 mg (Plane, 2012). As they ablate, these particles 
produce observable light and plasma while delivering exogenous material from comets and asteroids directly 
into the atmosphere. Meteoric ablation is a ubiquitous phenomenon that is not just relevant to Earth and is thus a 
critical field of research (Carillo-Sánchez et al., 2020; Janches et al., 2020).

Abstract Micrometeoroids contain organic material that may undergo differential ablation during 
atmospheric entry, potentially depositing organic material into Earth's atmosphere and affecting the radar 
detectability of meteors. To investigate the differential ablation of organics, we used a dust accelerator to shoot 
submicron polypyrrole-coated olivine particles at speeds of 10–20 km/s into a gas target containing air. A set 
of biased electrodes placed along the path of the particles measured the charges generated when the particles 
ablated and the ablated molecules collided with gas molecules. We observed that the particles differentially 
ablate their organic polypyrrole coatings prior to their inorganic olivine cores, producing spikes in charge 
production, with charge yields of 10 4–10 5 C/kg even at relatively low speeds. These measurements suggest that 
large organic molecules survived ablation and are responsible for the observed charge production since small 
molecules either do not produce ions at those speeds or produce them in much lower quantities than observed. 
We modeled the ablation using basic meteor physics by assuming that the polypyrrole coating decomposes 
into pyrrole monomer. Extending these results to the ablation of micrometeoroids in the atmosphere indicates 
that organic coatings should ablate at high altitudes within relatively narrow altitude ranges, which has 
consequences for the detectability of meteors by radar. Since the ablated coatings generate relatively large 
molecules, the results also suggest that micrometeoroids can deliver complex organic material into planetary 
atmospheres by ablating them during entry, potentially serving as a source of prebiotic organics.

Plain Language Summary Micrometeoroids entering the atmosphere heat up due to collisions 
with gas molecules and lose mass through ablation. The more volatile components ablate before the less 
volatile components, a process called differential ablation. To study how volatile organics in micrometeoroids 
will ablate, we shot olivine particles coated in polypyrrole, an organic conducting polymer, into a gas target 
at speeds of 10–20 km/s. The particles differentially ablated their polypyrrole coatings and produced charges 
when the ablated molecules collided with gas molecules. Using a set of electrically biased charge collectors 
located inside the target, we found that the coatings produced large amounts of charge, which suggest 
that large molecules survived ablation. This is because small molecules and atoms do not have the kinetic 
energy to produce ions when they collide with gas molecules. We modeled the process by assuming that the 
polypyrrole coating degrades to form pyrrole monomer. Our measurements suggest that organics ablated 
from micrometeoroids may produce sufficient charge to be detectable by radar. The apparent large size of the 
ablating molecules also suggests that meteors may be able to deliver complex organics into the atmosphere that 
could have been useful building blocks for life on the early Earth.
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In particular, the particles deliver organic material from asteroids and comets. Most of the mass influx to Earth are 
believed to be cometary in origin (Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2016; Nesvorný et al., 2010, 2011). Comets are organ-
ic-rich, and dust particles originating from such sources can be up to 45% organics by mass (Bardyn et al., 2017). 
Some of these organic materials may then be delivered to Earth, provided it survives transfer through space and 
entry into the atmosphere. Typical micrometeorites and interplanetary dust particles collected on the ground or in 
the atmosphere can contain up to several percent organics by mass, and ultracarbonaceous Antarctic micromete-
orites can be up to 85% organics by volume (Flynn et al., 2004; Koschny et al., 2019). Organic materials may also 
provide the “glue” that holds dust grains together. For instance, chondritic porous dust particles are aggregates 
of individual submicron grains with each grain coated in approximately 100 nm of organics (Flynn et al., 2013), 
and dustball models of meteors assume that micrometeoroids are bound together by a material with a low boiling 
point, which may be organic (e.g., Campbell-Brown & Koschny, 2004; Hawkes & Jones, 1975). These organics 
may be modified or destroyed during entry, depending on the level of heating (Anders, 1989; Riebe et al., 2020). 
A full understanding of meteors requires a more nuanced appreciation of how the organic fraction contributes to 
micrometeoroid ablation.

Where and how the organic material in micrometeoroids undergoes ablation may have implications for the 
radar detectability of meteors and the delivery of organic material to planets. In general, when a micrometeor-
oid containing volatile components enters the atmosphere, it undergoes differential ablation, in which the more 
volatile constituents of a micrometeoroid ablate first according to their vapourization temperatures (McNeil 
et al., 1998). Differential ablation has been observed by High Power and Large Aperture (HPLA) radars (Janches 
et al., 2009), and in the laboratory (Bones et al., 2016; Gómez Martín et al., 2017), and has been used to predict 
meteoric metal abundances in the atmosphere (e.g., Carillo-Sánchez et al., 2016; McNeil et al., 1998). However, 
these past studies focused on the differential ablation of metals and minerals, leaving open the question of how 
the volatile organic content behaves in this context.

If meteoric organics also ablate differentially, they could affect the radar detectability of meteors containing such 
material. The volatile elements (including Na and K) shed from meteoroids by differential ablation have large 
ionization efficiencies and are ablated over narrow altitude ranges. When elements and molecules ablate from 
meteoroids, they collide with atmospheric molecules and produce free electrons that are observable by radar. 
HPLA radars can observe the signatures produced by differential ablation. Differential ablation is essential to 
detecting slow micrometeoroids by sensitive radars since their heating is limited, and their nonvolatile constit-
uents can remain mostly intact during atmospheric entry (Janches et  al.,  2014, 2015, 2017). Observations of 
differential ablation are important because detecting small and slow meteors is critical to constraining the mass 
flux to Earth and its sources. In particular, Nesvorný et al. (2010, 2011) suggested that the majority of Earth's 
mass influx is from slow and small particles from Jupiter Family Comets. However, detection of these particles 
by HPLA radars remains elusive (Janches et al., 2014, 2015, 2017). A better understanding of micrometeoroid 
ablation and detectability may help to resolve the discrepancy.

The ablation of meteoric organics is also relevant for determining the sources of Earth's organics prior to the 
origin of life. Earth formed in a region of the solar nebula that contained few volatiles owing to its relatively high 
temperature (Chyba & Hand, 2006), so any prebiotic organics present on the early Earth were either produced 
locally after Earth's formation or delivered from external sources. In particular, Anders (1989) and Chyba and 
Sagan (1992) suggested that interplanetary dust delivered significant quantities of organics to the early Earth. 
However, they focused on particles less than 1 μg in mass since more massive particles would be too strongly 
heated in the atmosphere for organics to survive. This limit excludes most of the meteoric mass inputs as potential 
providers of organics.

Despite the strong heating that micrometeoroids experience during entry, they could in principle still deliver 
organics by ablating them directly into the atmosphere (Jenniskens et al., 2000). If organics can survive the abla-
tion, then meteors could be a significant source of organics because most of the incoming mass flux form mete-
ors. There is some evidence for this scenario. Jenniskens et al. (2004) recorded spectra during the 2001 Leonid 
meteor storm and determined that organic molecules within the meteors were not broken apart by ablation. In 
addition, Glavin and Bada (2001) found that glycine, the simplest amino acid, survived sublimation from a piece 
of the Murchison meteorite when heated. There have also been observations of high-altitude ablation, which 
may be from organic materials (e.g., Elford et al., 1997; Murray et al., 1999; Rietmeijer, 2002; Spurný, Betlem, 
Jobse, et  al.,  2000; Spurný, Betlem, Leven, & Jenniskens,  2000). These studies suggest that meteor ablation 
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could provide a pathway for exogenous organic delivery, but determining its feasibility requires a more complete 
understanding of the ablation process.

Motivated by the relevance of organic ablation to meteor detectability and prebiotic organic delivery, here we 
present the results of an experiment using the dust accelerator and gas target facility at the University of Colorado 
to extend the study of the ablation process to particles with organic compositions. This facility has been used 
to study the basic physics of ablation. Past measurements included measuring the ionization efficiencies of Al 
and Fe particles (DeLuca et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2016) and measuring the drag and heating of Al particles 
(DeLuca & Sternovsky, 2019). To extend such studies to more complex compositions, we used organic-coated 
particles in the present study. By using organic-coated particles, this study is complementary to studies of organic 
pyrolysis inside particles (e.g., Riebe et al., 2020). By shooting the organic-coated projectiles into a gas target 
and measuring their charge production, we studied the differential ablation of organics from micrometeoroids, 
constraining how and where organics undergo ablation in the atmosphere.

2. Experiment Design
We used the University of Colorado's dust accelerator and gas target facility to simulate the meteoric entry of 
organic-coated particles. The accelerator, which is described in detail by Shu et al. (2012), employs a Pelletron 
to generate voltages up to 3 MV that are used to accelerate charged particles from the accelerator's dust source. 
As each particle travels down the accelerator's beamline, image charge detectors measure its charge, mass, and 
velocity (Thomas et al., 2013). The accelerator typically shoots particles with radii from 10 nm to 1 μm at speeds 
up to 100 km/s. Generally, smaller particles will reach higher speeds and vice versa.

When particles enter the gas target, they slow down, heat up, and ablate, producing charges that are collected 
along the ablation path. The gas target is described in detail by Thomas et al. (2017). It attaches to the end of the 
accelerator's beamline, where a two-stage differential pumping unit separates the ultrahigh vacuum beamline of 
the accelerator from the gas target. The gas target can be backfilled with gases to pressures up to about 500 mTorr. 
The gas pressures are such that when particles from the accelerator enter the target, they ablate in free molecu-
lar flow, the flow condition that dominates for most of the mass influx to Earth. Atoms and molecules ablated 
from the particles strike gas molecules and produce ion-electron pairs that are collected on a series of 16 biased 
charge collectors arrayed along the beamline inside the target. The collectors are typically biased at 70–100 V 
to collect either ions or electrons. Each of these collectors is 26 mm long in the direction down the gas target to 
spatially resolve the charge production. The typical noise of the charge collector electronics corresponds to about 
8,800 electrons. Those particles that did not completely ablate hit an impact detector located at the end of the 
gas target, approximately 47 cm from the entrance, and produced an impact charge signal. The signals from the 
16 charge collectors and the impact detector provide spatially resolved measurements of the charge production 
by the particles as they traverse the gas, allowing their ablation to be studied under similar physical conditions 
as real meteors.

To study the differential ablation of organics, we used a bespoke synthetic mimic for dust particles comprising 
ground-up olivine particles coated in a thin layer of polypyrrole (PPy). PPy is a well-known organic-conducting 
polymer consisting of multiple pyrrole (C4H3N) repeat units linked together to form a conjugated backbone. On 
average, there is one cationic charge delocalized over every three or four pyrrole rings, so additional hydrogen 
sulphate (𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 ) anions are incorporated between the cationic PPy chains to preserve electrical neutrality. The 

electrically conductive nature of PPy enables the PPy-coated particles to efficiently acquire surface charge, which 
is a prerequisite for their acceleration to hypervelocities using the dust accelerator. The olivine particles, which 
were sourced from San Carlos olivine, are primarily forsterite (Mg2SiO4). The olivine particles were coated with 
PPy using an aqueous deposition protocol described by Fielding et al. (2015); hypervelocity experiments using 
these particles were first reported by Li et al.  (2014). Briefly, the pyrrole was polymerized using ammonium 
persulfate as an oxidant and the resulting insoluble PPy coats the olivine particles. The PPy mass loading on 
the final particles is 10.7%. The olivine particles have a rather ill-defined morphology (see Figure 1) but their 
sphere-equivalent particle radius prior to PPy deposition was 122 nm. Thus, the 10.7% PPy mass loading corre-
sponds to a PPy overlayer thickness of approximately 10 nm. Such PPy-coated olivine particles can be efficiently 
charged within the accelerator's dust source and shot into the gas target at typical meteoric speeds.
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For this experiment, PPy-coated olivine particles were shot into the gas target, where they ablated and produced 
charges that were collected by the gas target's charge collectors. The gas target contained air at pressures of 
30–100 mTorr for the experiments described. Approximately 100 particles were detected entering the gas target 
and ablating. These particles were shot across a wide speed range from 10 to 80 km/s. In this paper, we focus on 
22 of these particles, which are mostly in the range of 10–20 km/s, which showed clear signs of differential abla-
tion as described in the next section. When these 22 particles entered the target, differential ablation of the PPy 
surface coating and the particle interior occurred with enough separation to be spatially resolved by the charge 
collectors inside the target.

The experiment was designed to minimize potential biases in the charge measurements due to charge enhance-
ment, charge spreading, and particle slowdown. In this experiment, the charge collectors were biased at 70 V to 
collect electrons, a bias level that ensures that charge enhancement due to electron impact ionization is minimal. 
At pressures of 100 mTorr and less, the enhancement should be under 15% at a bias voltage of 70 V (Thomas 
et al., 2017), so the electron impact enhancement is ignored here. Furthermore, as collisions between ablated 
molecules and the background gas cause ionization, there are some displacement and spatial spreading of the 
charges due to inertia. According to Thomas et al. (2017), the displacement and spreading of ions produced in 
such experiments are each on the order of 6–9 mm, which is small compared to the 26 mm width of the charge 
collectors. The displacement and spreading are limited to at most one or two collectors. We further mitigated 
the effect of displacement by biasing the charge collectors positively, that is, to collect negative charges, either 
in the form of free electrons or negative ions. Electrons have less inertia, thus on average, they will be collected 
closer to their creation point than ions. Finally, the particles decelerate during ablation, which could lower the 
ionization efficiency of the ablated molecules. However, the gas densities, particle sizes, and particle speeds used 
in this experiment were such that this deceleration is minimal, which we confirmed by the modeling presented in 
Section 4. In summary, there are no significant biases in the charge measurements.

3. Measurements
3.1. Initial Results

During the experiment, we observed that PPy-coated olivine particles enter the gas target and produce detectable 
charges through ablation and ionization. Out of the particles that produced detectable ionization, 22 particles 
exhibited ablation signals that may show differential ablation. For 18 of these 22 particles, a short but intense 
burst of charge production was observed like those shown in Figures 2b–2d prior to the particle striking the 
impact detector at the end of the gas target. Such signals appear to show the differential ablation of the PPy 

Figure 1. Figure showing the chemical structure of polypyrrole (PPy) as well as pyrrole monomer and dimer, which are 
potential large ablation products. Panel (a) shows a scanning electron microscope picture of the dust sample.
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coating from the particles: the ablating PPy causes the charge burst measured by the charge collectors, then the 
olivine core of the particle strikes the impact detector. The other 4 particles may exhibit olivine ablation as well 
as PPy ablation. In at least 2 of these 4 cases, the ablation profiles include an initial spike followed by a broad 
charge signal presumably from the olivine core, like that seen in Figure 2e. The particle in Figure 2e traveled 
somewhat faster than the others shown in Figure 2 and hence was more strongly heated, meaning that it surpassed 
the melting temperature of olivine (1,890°C for forsterite). Its profile shows that at sufficiently high speeds, the 
olivine will ablate. However, at lower speeds, only PPy might ablate.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the gas target setup (not to scale, for more details, see Thomas et al., 2017) and 4 PPy-olivine ablation charge signals (in units of 
thousands of electrons) as a function of distance within the gas target. The particles moved from left to right and 0 cm mark the entrance aperture. Each column 
represents the total charge collected on the corresponding electrode with 2.6 cm width. Estimated temperature curves assuming that the particles are pure olivine for 
heating coefficients Λ = 1 (solid line) and Λ = 0.5 (dashed line) are plotted on the ablation profiles; the temperature curves stop when the particle has fully melted, 
which occurs at forsterite olivine's melting point of 1,890°C. Figures 2b–2d show just PPy ablation, while Figure 2e appears to show ablation of both PPy and olivine. 
The relevant parameters for each profile are shown in the figure. See text for more details.
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A simple heating model shows that in most cases the ablation spikes occurred before the olivine cores could 
melt. We assumed that the particles were pure olivine spheres and calculated their temperatures using the heat-
ing equation given in Vondrak et al. (2008). The PPy coating was neglected at this stage, and so was mass loss; 
therefore, we stopped the calculation after the particles had fully melted (we present a more sophisticated model 
in Section 4). We ran the calculations for both high and low heating coefficients (Λ = 1 and Λ = 0.5) for each 
of the signals in Figure 2. Λ is the heating coefficient, the fraction of kinetic energy absorbed by the particle, 
which can be between 0 and 1. In Figures 2b–2d, the ablation pulses occur before the olivine has melted, which 
indicates that the observed ablation is not from this inorganic component. In Figure 2e, the particle is heated to 
temperatures above the melting point of olivine soon after entering the gas target. Accordingly, both PPy (the 
initial sharp charge signal) and olivine (the subsequent broad charge signal) appear to ablate. This simple model 
therefore suggests that most of the observed charge pulses are from the organic coatings.

Indeed, the PPy overlayer should ablate prior to the olivine core because the PPy is more thermally fragile, and 
the simple heating model shows that olivine cannot be responsible for the observed ablation. There is no evidence 
of sputtering, which would produce a steady level of charge production once a particle enters the gas target. 
Moreover, the limited duration of the charge pulses indicates that the PPy coatings on the particles are completely 
ablated. These observations may be used to constrain how PPy ablates. In the following sections, we use the 18 
PPy ablation events where only PPy ablation was observed to constrain its ablation.

3.2. Threshold Velocity Constraints on Ion Production

To identify which molecules could be responsible for the observed charge production during PPy ablation, we 
calculated the threshold velocities required to ionize various atoms and molecules in air. Our results demonstrate 
that large organic molecules are the most likely source for the observed charges. The threshold velocity for ioni-
zation in head-on collisions of molecular or atomic species i is defined by

𝑣𝑣0,𝑖𝑖 =

√

2 (𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 +𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔)𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

 (1)

where Mi is the molecular mass of the ablated species, Mgas is the molecular mass of the gas molecule, and Ei is 
the ionization energy of species i (all SI units). Note that Ei may be replaced with Egas if the ionization energy of 
the gas is lower than the ionization energy of the molecular species. The threshold velocity is the minimum value 
required to ionize either the gas or the ablated molecule. Comparing threshold velocities to particle velocities 
constrains the sources of the observed ionization because many candidate molecules can be ruled out as sources. 
If the threshold velocity to ionize a molecule is higher than the speed at which a particle was shot into air, then 
that molecule cannot be responsible for the observed charge production by that particle.

Table 1 shows the threshold velocities in N2 and O2 for various possible products of PPy ablation. Many of these 
products are from Lifshitz et al. (1989), who studied the decomposition of pyrrole at high temperatures in a shock 
tube. The final column in Table 1 shows the number of PPy ablation events (out of 18 for which only PPy ablation 
was observed) observed above each molecule's threshold velocity. For example, pyrrole could potentially explain 
all 18 of the PPy charge signals, while ethane could only explain 10 of them.

Since charge production is observed at velocities as low as 10.5 km/s, many small ablation products are ruled out 
as potential sources of the observed ionization. For example, pure C has threshold velocities in N2 and O2 that 
are too high to explain the observed ionization in most cases. Likewise, CH4 and HCN can be ruled out. Instead, 
larger organic molecules in Table 1 have both the high masses and low ionization energies that are required to 
explain the observed ionization at low speeds. That is not to say that small molecules, such as C, CH4, or HCN, 
do not ablate, but they cannot produce ions at the lowest speeds, meaning that molecules with lower threshold 
velocities must also ablate in significant amounts. Since lower threshold velocities favor larger molecules, this 
suggests that such species are responsible for the observed ionization.

3.3. Charge Yield Constraints on Ion Production

We further constrain the ablation products of the PPy coating by calculating the charge yields of the coatings in 
air (for impact charge yields of PPy, see Burchell et al., 2002 and Goldsworthy et al., 2003). The measured yields 
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are consistent with molecules whose mass is either comparable to or greater than that of pyrrole. To calculate the 
charge yields, we examined events for which a single, clear charge pulse was observed prior to impact. The sum 
of all charges from the individual collectors in the pulse gives the total charge Qpulse produced by the ablation 
and ionization of the coating. We included only those collectors that measured a charge above a threshold set at 
15,000 electrons. This threshold value ensures that the signal is clearly above the noise level of the electronics 
after smoothing the data. On average, a typical particle comprises approximately 10.7% PPy, so we can calculate 
the mass of PPy on each particle from its total mass. The charge yield of the PPy coating is then

𝑌𝑌 =
𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

=
𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

0.107𝑚𝑚0

 (2)

where mPPy = 0.107m0 is the mass of PPy on a particle of initial mass m0. In practice, there will be some vari-
ations in mPPy for each particle, which inevitably lead to some scatter in the calculated yields. The errors in the 
calculation of Y depend on the uncertainty in the mass determination and the error in the number of collected 
charges. The noise on each collector is typically 8,800 electrons, and the error in mass determination is about 

Molecule Ionization energy (eV) Mass (u) v0 in O2 (km/s) v0 in N2 (km/s) # Above v0 in O2

C4H5N (Pyrrole) 8.21 67 8.55 8.96 18

C4H5N (3-Butenenitrile) 10.20 67 9.53 9.98 18

C4H3N (Cyanoallene) 10.1 65 9.53 9.98 18

C3H3 (Propargyl Radical) 8.68 39 9.76 10.14 18

C3H2O (2-Propynal) 10.70 54 10.14 10.58 18

C3H4 (Allene) 9.69 40 10.25 10.65 18

C3H3N (2-Propenenitrile) 10.91 53 10.27 10.72 18

SO2 12.35 64 10.45 a 11.06 18

C3H4 (Propyne) 10.36 40 10.60 11.01 17

C3H5N (Propanenitrile) 11.85 55 10.63 11.10 17

C3HN (Propiolonitrile) 11.62 51 10.68 11.14 17

CO2 13.78 44 11.21 a 12.46 13

C2H3N (Acetonitrile) 12.20 41 11.38 a 11.89 11

C2H4 (Ethylene) 10.51 28 11.65 12.04 11

C2H6 (Ethane) 11.52 30 11.97 12.38 10

O2 12.07 32 12.07 12.49 10

C2H2 (Acetylene) 11.40 26 12.38 12.77 9

N2 15.58 28 12.49 a 14.65 9

CO 14.01 28 12.49 a 13.90 9

HCN 13.60 27 12.61 a 13.81 7

NH3 10.07 17 13.22 13.55 6

H2O 12.62 18 14.22 a 14.91 5

CH4 12.61 16 14.78 a 15.46 3

O 13.62 16 14.78 a 16.06 3

N 14.53 14 15.46 a 17.33 2

C 11.26 12 15.77 16.08 2

Note. The final column provides the number of events (out of a total of 18 for which only PPy ablation was observed) with 
velocities above the threshold velocity of that molecule, which is a possible source of observable ions in those events. The 
ionization energies are from Lias (2021).
 aIn cases marked with an asterisk, the threshold velocity for ionizing the gas molecule is lower than the threshold velocity for 
ionizing the ablated molecule. The lower threshold velocity is reported here.

Table 1 
Summary of Potential PPy Ablation Products With Their Corresponding Threshold Velocities v0 in O2 and N2
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10%, resulting in a total error on Y of 10%–20% for each of the charge yields calculated here. The results are 
shown in Figure 3 as a function of velocity.

The chemical species produced by PPy ablation can be constrained by comparing the data to theoretical yields. 
In general, the charge yield is given by

𝑌𝑌 (𝑣𝑣) =
∑

𝑖𝑖

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒

𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

 (3)

where the sum is over all species i produced during PPy ablation. βi is the ionization efficiency of molecule i in 
air, MPy is the molecular mass of pyrrole, and ni is the number of molecules of species i produced per molecule 
of pyrrole. For example, if the PPy coating completely degraded into its individual C atoms, then we would have 
nC = 4 because there are 4 C atoms within each pyrrole repeat unit. To estimate βi, we used the equation for ioni-
zation efficiency presented in DeLuca et al. (2018):

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖(𝑣𝑣) =
𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖(𝑣𝑣 − 𝑣𝑣0,𝑖𝑖)

1.6
𝑣𝑣
0.8

1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖(𝑣𝑣 − 𝑣𝑣0,𝑖𝑖)
1.6
𝑣𝑣0.8

 (4)

where v0,i is the threshold velocity of species i (see Equation  (1)) and ci is a parameter specific to species i. 
Janches et al. (2017) provided the following formula to estimate ci by scaling it to cFe for iron:

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

(

𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖

)2

. (5)

Although Equation (5) was developed for metal atoms, it is applied to nonmetals here in order to estimate ci, 
which is unknown for organic molecules. We used an average value of v0 and c for air rather than adding the 
contributions from O2 and N2 separately, as measurements of cFe in air are more readily available (e.g., DeLuca 
et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2016). These approximations allow us to estimate the ionization efficiency and the 
charge yield curves for various products that may be produced during ablation.

However, simplifying assumptions are required to make the problem tractable. To simplify Equation  (3), we 
assumed that only one type of molecule produces ions, and that the PPy coatings completely transform into that 
molecule. The assumption that only one molecule produces ions removes the summation in equation (3), while 
the assumption that the PPy coatings completely transform into that molecule allows us to replace MPy/ni by Mi, 
the molecular mass of the ablated molecule. Equation (3) then becomes

Figure 3. (a) The charge yield produced from the ablation of the PPy coating in air. The dashed curve shows the best fit to Equation (6). The solid curves show the 
estimated charge yields of various compounds that may be generated during ablation. (b) Solution space to the charge yield curve fit using Equation (7). The black 
point shows the best fit, but a range of solutions with high mass or low ionization energy could give suitable results. Some combinations of Ei and Mi are not physically 
realistic as they lead to threshold velocities faster than the speeds of the slowest particles; these solutions are shown as whitespace in the figure.
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𝑌𝑌 =
𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖

 (6)

where i is now the single unknown ablated species. The remaining unknowns in Y are the molecular mass Mi of 
the ablated molecule and its ionization energy Ei. These can be varied to determine the best fit to the data.

By fitting Y(v) to the charge yield measurements and comparing the measurements to estimated curves for possi-
ble ablation products, we find that the data are consistent with relatively large molecules ablating from the PPy 
coating. We determined the best fit by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between the model and the 
18 data points Yi at speeds vi with each point weighted by its uncertainty δYi:

𝜒𝜒
2
=

18
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

(

𝑌𝑌 (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖

𝛿𝛿𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖

)2

. (7)

The best fit occurs at Mi = 108 u and Ei = 6.1 eV, which is shown in Figure 3a. These values correspond to a 
threshold velocity of 7.2 km/s and a c parameter of 3.3 × 10 −4 (s/km) 2.4 using Equations (1) and (5). However, this 
result does not necessarily prove that those are the actual molecular mass and ionization energy of the ablated 
molecules. Instead, it simply indicates that they fit the data best, given the simplified model presented above. A 
range of masses and ionization energies is also consistent with the data. Figure 3b shows the solution space to 
Equation (7), and acceptable solutions may be found for masses greater than 50 u that all share the property of 
having relatively large masses and low ionization energies. The results suggest that the PPy ablates to form rela-
tively large organic molecular fragments. The fragments may include two or more pyrrole rings, for example, the 
dimer in Figure 1c, since the best-fit mass is greater than the mass of a single polymerized pyrrole repeat unit (65 
u). This is physically reasonable because the C-C aliphatic bonds between the polymerized pyrrole repeat units 
are weaker than the C-C and C-N bonds within the aromatic pyrrole rings; hence, the former are more readily 
cleaved. These findings are consistent with the threshold velocity constraints reported in Table 1, which suggest 
that only relatively large molecules can explain the observed charge production. However, that table is limited to 
known molecules with masses no greater than that of pyrrole although the fit here suggests that larger organic 
fragments may be responsible for the observed ionization yield. In any event, the ablation products appear to be 
relatively large organic molecules.

Figure 3a also shows other theoretical charge yields, including that calculated for pure pyrrole for comparison 
to the measurements. These theoretical yields were calculated using Equation  (6): this assumes that the PPy 
completely transforms into the target molecule, which is likely to overestimate the true yield. The theoretical yield 
for pyrrole more closely resembles the measured charge yields than those calculated for alternative smaller mole-
cules. However, these theoretical charge yields should only be regarded as rough estimates, since the ionization 
efficiencies of pyrrole and other organic molecules are unknown and have to be estimated using Equation (5). 
This ultimately limits our ability to identify the ions produced in the experiment. Nevertheless, it appears that 
large organic fragments comparable in mass to pyrrole or its oligomers are consistent with the experimental 
observations.

4. PPy Ablation Model
We can model the ablation and mass loss of the PPy coating, which demonstrates that the differential ablation of 
organics can be described using a simple physical model and is also useful for constraining the heating process. 
We fit a two-component ablation model to the observed PPy charge profiles consisting of spherical olivine parti-
cles coated in a PPy overlayer. This model can adequately explain the PPy ablation and also provides constraints 
on the heating coefficient.

The model is based on that by Vondrak et al. (2008), uses the Arrhenius equation, and includes heating of the 
particle by gas molecule impacts and ablation of the PPy coating. To model PPy ablation, we assumed that this 
component degrades to form pyrrole. We chose pyrrole as the ablation product because it is roughly consistent 
with the threshold velocity constraints and charge yield data discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Although some of 
the ablation products may be larger than pyrrole, we still choose pyrrole here because its thermodynamic proper-
ties are known, unlike those of larger fragments, such as pyrrole dimer. We assume that the pyrrole molecules are 
immediately volatilized after being generated as the particles rapidly reached temperatures well above the boiling 
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point of pyrrole (129°C). We used the Arrhenius equation to describe the reaction rate for the thermal decomposi-
tion of PPy, and we assume that this reaction proceeds with first-order kinetics, meaning that the degradation rate 
of PPy is proportional to its concentration. Using the Arrhenius equation, the reaction rate constant k is given by

𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇 ) = 𝐴𝐴 exp

(

−
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

)

 (8)

where A is the pre-exponential factor for PPy degradation, Ea is the activation energy, NA is Avogradro's number, 
kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. Assuming a first-order reaction, the rate is given by

𝑑𝑑[PPy]

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= −𝑘𝑘(𝑇𝑇 )[PPy] (9)

where t is time and [PPy] is the concentration of PPy. Roughly equating the concentration of PPy with its mass 
density on the surface, we model the mass of PPy mPPY remaining on the particle by

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= −𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 exp

(

−
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

)

. (10)

The mass of pyrrole mPy that is immediately volatilized after being released from the PPy chains is then related 
to PPy loss through

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= −

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
. (11)

The degradation of PPy increases strongly with temperature based on this model. Since we assume that the 
pyrrole immediately volatilizes once it is formed, the release of this molecule from the particle depends solely on 
the rate of decomposition of the PPy. Although there may be more sophisticated ways to describe PPy degrada-
tion, these equations provide a simple way to describe the PPy coating's mass loss.

We model PPy ablation by combining the mass loss portion of the model with a meteoric heating model. The 
heating model is based on the general meteoric heating equation (as given by Vondrak et al., 2008), which is 
refined here to model a particle with an inner and outer layer made of different materials. The olivine particles 
used in the experiment are mostly forsterite (Mg2SiO4), so we used forsterite's thermal properties in the model. 
Assuming spherical particles, the energy balance is given by

𝜋𝜋

2
𝑅𝑅

2
𝑣𝑣
3
𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎Λ = 4𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅

2
𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖

(

𝑇𝑇
4
− 𝑇𝑇

4
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣

)

+ (𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+
(

𝐿𝐿Py + 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎

) 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 (12)

where v is the particle's velocity through the gas, ρair is the air density, R is the total radius of the particle (includ-
ing both the olivine core and the PPy coating), ϵ is the emissivity of the particle (assumed to be equal to unity), 
Tenv is the ambient temperature, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, mfo is the mass of forsterite olivine, Cfo is the 
specific heat capacity of forsterite, CPPy is the specific heat capacity of PPy, LPy is the latent heat of pyrrole, and Λ 
is the heating coefficient. This equation is similar to the heating equation in Vondrak et al. (2008), but the second 
and third terms on the right have been modified to account for the PPy coating and its breakdown. The term on the 
left describes the kinetic energy input to the particle. The first term on the right describes the radiative emission 
from the particle. The second term on the right describes the temperature rise of the particle by combining the 
heat capacities of both the olivine core and the PPy coating. The third and final term on the right describes the 
energy loss due to mass loss. There are two steps to the mass loss as described above: first, the PPy degrades to 
form pyrrole, and then the pyrrole is volatilized. The energy required to convert PPy into pyrrole is assumed to be 
Ea, the activation energy used in Equation (8), and the energy to volatilize the pyrrole is the latent heat of pyrrole 
LPy, so the total energy required to vapourize a unit mass of PPy is the sum of these two components.

In addition to heating, the particle also decelerates. Slowdown is a minor effect for the particles in this experiment 
owing to the low pressures used in the gas target, but it is nonetheless included here for completeness. This effect 
was modeled using the free molecular drag equation for a sphere given by

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= −Γ

3𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

4𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑
2 (13)
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where Γ is the drag coefficient and ρavg is the average particle density. Since the particles used in this experiment 
are a combination of two different materials, the average density of the particle is given by

𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =
𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝜌𝜌𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

 (14)

where ρfo and ρPPy are the densities of forsterite olivine and PPy, respectively. The drag coefficient Γ and the heat-
ing coefficient Λ are connected by conservation of energy and momentum. Assuming that gas molecules reflect 
diffusely from the particle surfaces, the relationship between drag and heating is given by

Γ = 1 +
4

9

√

1 − Λ (15)

(Cook, 1965). With the drag coefficient depending on the heating coefficient, we can now model the ablation of 
the PPy coatings on the particles. The values of A, Ea, and Λ are parameters that can be fit to the data. A and Ea 
relate to the breakdown of PPy, while Λ describes the energy transfer from the gas to the particle.

We fit the two-component model described above to the observed PPy ablation profiles. To reduce the number 
of free parameters in the model, we fixed Ea = 350 kJ/mol, which is the approximate energy required to break a 
single aliphatic C–C bond. This value for Ea is a rough estimate based on the fact that many C–C bond dissociation 
energies in polyatomic hydrocarbons are approximately in the range of 300–400 kJ/mol (Luo & Cheng, 2019). 
By fixing Ea at that value, we are assuming that the PPy degrades via random cleavage of the relatively weak 
aliphatic C–C bonds between pyrrole rings. With Ea fixed, only A and Λ remain to be fit by the model.

Before fitting the data, we converted the observed PPy ablation profiles into the fraction of PPy remaining on 
each particle. Since the model output is the PPy mass mPPy remaining on the particle, it is easier to fit the model 
to the data when framed in this manner. To determine the quantity of PPy remaining on the particle, we assumed 
that the fraction of PPy on the particle is 1 prior to the ablation pulse and 0 after the ablation pulse has fallen 
below a noise threshold set at 15,000 electrons. The ablation pulse is defined to be located where the number of 
charges per collector exceeds the noise threshold. The fraction of PPy remaining on a particle after passing the 
end of charge collector i is given by

𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 = 1 −
𝑞𝑞1 + 𝑞𝑞2 + … + 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖

𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

 (16)

where the numerator contains the total number of charges acquired by the collectors up to and including collector 
i, and Qpulse is the total number of charges collected during the full ablation pulse. qi is taken to be 0 if it is below 
the 15,000 electron measurement thresholds. Using Equation (16), we converted the PPy ablation profiles into 
the fraction of PPy remaining on each particle; Figures 4a and 4b shows an example.

We fit all 18 PPy ablation events simultaneously to determine the best values of A and Λ compared to the data. 
We determined the goodness of the fit by summing the weighted squared differences between the observed PPy 
fractions and the model. If Fi is the observed fraction of PPy remaining after the particle passes collector i, and 
F(xi) is the modeled PPy fraction at point xi (xi is the farthest extent of collector i down the beamline of the gas 
target), then the goodness of fit for event j is given by

𝜒𝜒
2

𝑗𝑗
=

16
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

(

𝐹𝐹 (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖) − 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖

𝛿𝛿𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖

)2

. (17)

The goodness of fit for all 18 observed events is then the sum of Equation (17) for all events:

𝜒𝜒
2 =

18
∑

𝑗𝑗=1

𝜒𝜒
2
𝑗𝑗
. (18)

we found the best fit between the model and the data by minimizing Equation (18).

The best fit between the model and the data occurs when there are moderate levels of heating although the final 
results are consistent with a range of possible values of A and Λ. The best fit occurs when Λ = 0.71 and A = 10 21.8 
s −1. Figure 4 shows an example of an observed event compared to the model using these parameters. The best-fit 
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heating coefficient is consistent with the results of DeLuca and Sternovsky (2019), who found that the heating 
coefficient can be less than 1. Using Equation (15), the best-fit heating coefficient corresponds to a drag coef-
ficient Γ = 1.24, which is very similar to the drag coefficients measured by DeLuca and Sternovsky  (2019). 
However, a range of possible solutions to the model may also be consistent with the observations as shown in 
Figure 4c. For example, we cannot rule out Λ ≈ 1 and A ≈ 10 18 s −1 as a potential solution. Lower values of A 
would be consistent with the results of Lifshitz et al. (1989), who found A = 10 15.9 s −1 for the complete decompo-
sition of pyrrole. However, since we assumed that PPy degrades to form pyrrole and that the pyrrole itself does 
not break down any further, it is not clear that A should be the same. Regardless of the precise values of the model 
parameters, our simple model provides a satisfactory description of PPy ablation.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Discussion on Experimental Results

The experiments presented here demonstrate that organics can differentially ablate from the surfaces of micro-
meteoroids. The PPy coating ablated in a form most likely consisting of relatively large organic molecules. We 
successfully modeled this ablation by invoking basic meteor physics and a simple description of PPy decomposi-
tion into volatile pyrrole molecules. More complicated models may be possible, but our simple model is capable 
of fitting the measurements. These results are important because the survival of organic molecules during abla-
tion may affect the inventory of organics available on planetary bodies. Organics may also affect the detectability 
of meteors by radar by causing bursts of electron production during atmospheric entry.

The survival of large organics during ablation is consistent with the expected chemistry at the high temperatures 
and fast speeds of ablating micrometeoroids. The particles in the experiment thermally ablate into what is effec-
tively a vacuum. They are also flash-heated on time scales of tens of microseconds. Therefore, the decomposition 
and ablation of the PPy coating must be understood within the context of this elusive regime. Prior studies of the 
degradation of PPy on short timescales and at high temperatures are limited, but some useful information can 
be gleaned from other experiments. For example, Goldsworthy et al. (2003) found that large organic cations can 
survive hypervelocity impacts. Hillier et al. (2014) shot PPy-coated pyrrhotite onto an Ag target and observed 
the formation of complex organic anions and cations, including pyrrole and large fragments and clusters that 

Figure 4. (a) and (b) Comparison between observed and modeled PPy ablation for an event with a good match between the observations and the model. The top panel 
shows the observed charge profile (in units of thousands of electrons). The bottom panel shows the observed fraction of PPy remaining on the particle, determined using 
Equation (16), compared to the remaining PPy fraction, velocity, and temperature output by the model. (c) Solution space of the fit between the ablation model and the 
18 events for different values of parameter A (in units of s −1) and the heating coefficient Λ using Equation (18). The black point shows the best fit.
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originated from the coating. Likewise, Srama et al. (2009) shot PPy-coated organic grains onto Ag and observed 
both aliphatic and aromatic ions that survived impact. However, distinct PPy features were not identified in that 
experiment, most likely because this component comprised less than 10% of the overall organic dust mass. These 
experiments show that complex organic molecules, including pyrrole, can survive the short heating durations and 
high energies that typify a hypervelocity impact. In addition, the decomposition of pyrrole at high temperatures 
was studied by Lifshitz et al. (1989) using a shock tube. Various degradation products were identified, includ-
ing several isomers of C4H5N and a number of different hydrocarbons, many of which are included in Table 1. 
Although these prior experiments were conducted in different physical regimes than those experienced during 
meteor ablation, they confirm that complex organics can survive energetic heating processes on short timescales.

In addition, oxidation products can be ruled out as a significant ion source due to the low levels of O2 inside the 
gas target. Although the particles traversed air, the relatively low pressures within the gas target mean that a typi-
cal particle only encountered 1 O2 molecule for every 5 pyrrole repeat units in its coating. Also, the O2 molecules 
were only present on the PPy surface for a short period of time due to their high incoming and recoil velocities. 
The low number of O2 molecules encountering the surface and their high speeds makes it unlikely that oxidation 
plays a significant role during the ablation process. Even if CO2 is produced by reactions between PPy and O2, its 
threshold velocity (11.2 km/s in O2) is too high to explain the charge production observed in all events. Likewise, 
SO2, which may form from 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 in the PPy coating and has a relatively low threshold velocity, is unlikely to 

produce significant quantities of charged species. This is because there is only one 𝐴𝐴 HSO
−

4
 anion per 3–4 pyrrole 

repeat units, and the estimated charge yield of SO2 is mostly below that of CO2 in Figure 3 when the number of S 
atoms is taken into account. We conclude that neither SO2 nor CO2 is likely to affect the results.

In principle, the 𝐴𝐴 HSO
−

4
 anions within the PPy coatings could bias the charge measurements if the anions were 

released from the coatings while still holding a charge although we believe that this process is unlikely to produce 
a significant bias. Release of 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 anions would produce charge production by means other than ionization of 

neutrals through collisions with gas molecules, thereby undermining the ablation product constraints placed in 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. However, we believe that the release of 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 anions is likely to be insignificant for two 

reasons: First, the measured charge yields are much lower than would be expected if all of the observed charges 
were simply due to 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 release. If the only charges collected in the gas target were 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 anions, and all 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 

was released during ablation, the observed charge yield would be 3 × 10 5 C/kg, which is significantly higher 
than actually observed. Second, the measured charge yields increase with velocity. If solely released 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 was 

collected, the charge yields would remain constant with velocity, because the ratio of 𝐴𝐴 HSO
−

4
 to polymerized 

pyrrole repeat units remains constant. The increase in charge yield with velocity indicates that the ionization 
process is velocity-dependent, meaning that the ionization of ablated molecules by collisions with the gas most 
likely occurs. Although we cannot rule out 𝐴𝐴 HSO

−

4
 release as a source of observed charges in the experiment, we 

believe its influence is insignificant.

Given the threshold velocity constraints and the high charge yields, the simplest explanation for the data is that 
the PPy coatings degrade to form large organic fragments. These large organics then ablate from the particle 
into the gas. In our PPy ablation model, we assume that the aliphatic C-C bonds between pyrrole repeat units are 
cleaved. However, even if aromatic C-C and/or C-N bonds within the pyrrole molecules are also cleaved, large 
organic fragments may still be formed as found by Lifshitz et al. (1989). Small molecules simply do not have the 
large masses or low ionization energies to explain the production of ions and electrons at low meteoric speeds.

Finally, a notable aspect of the results for meteor detectability is that the organic coating produced a large charge 
yield. At 14 km/s, the charge yield of the organic coating is approximately 5 × 10 4 C/kg. Assuming that the source 
of the ionization is pyrrole molecules, that charge yield corresponds to an ionization efficiency β ≈ 3%, which is 
similar to those of Al and Fe at the same speed (DeLuca et al., 2018). This is a significant quantity of charge that 
may produce detectable amounts of plasma, especially since organics can be a large component of cometary dust.

5.2. Implications for Meteor Detectability

To explore the possibility that organics may affect meteor observations, we modeled an Fe particle coated in 
PPy ablating in the atmosphere and estimated the detectability of its head echo. We chose Fe because it is easy 
to model and its ionization efficiency has been determined in past experiments (Thomas et al., 2016; DeLuca 
et  al.,  2018). We combined the model described in Section  4 with an atmospheric density profile to model 
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ablation in Earth's atmosphere. The PPy coating ablated according to Equations (10) and (11), and the Fe core of 
the particle ablated via Langmuir evaporation (following Vondrak et al., 2008). Due to the lower heating rate, the 
differential ablation of the organics would occur at somewhat lower temperatures and over longer timescales. We 
used the NRLMSISE-00 empirical model (Picone et al., 2002) to simulate Earth's atmosphere.

We estimated the radar detectability of the particle by combining the modeled mass loss with a detectability 
model for meteor head echoes. We calculated the number of electrons produced per unit altitude by combining the 
modeled mass loss rate with the ionization efficiency of Fe and the charge yield of PPy. The ionization efficiency 
of Fe comes from DeLuca et al. (2018) using Equation (4), and the charge yield of PPy comes from the best-fit 
charge yield curve in Section 3.3, assuming that all of the produced charges are free electrons detectable by radar. 
We combined that with a radar detectability model based on Janches et al. (2017), in which the number of free 
electrons Ne produced by an ablating meteoroid and the mean free path 𝐴𝐴 at the ablation altitude enables the radar 
cross section of the meteor head echo to be calculated with

𝜎𝜎 = 4𝜋𝜋(𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝓁𝓁𝐹𝐹 )
2 (19)

(based on Mathews et al., 1997) where re is the electron radius. F is a factor defined by F = 1 when 𝐴𝐴 𝓁𝓁 < 𝜆𝜆∕4 and 
by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 𝜆𝜆

2
∕
(

16𝓁𝓁
2
)

 when 𝐴𝐴 𝓁𝓁 > 𝜆𝜆∕4 (Janches et al., 2017; Swarnalingam et al., 2019). Here, we use the wavelength 
of the Arecibo 430 MHz radar. The radar cross-section can be used to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 
the micrometeoroid. The SNR of a radar meteor is given by

SNR =
𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝜆𝜆

2
𝐺𝐺

2
𝜎𝜎

(4𝜋𝜋)
3
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅

4
 (20)

where R is the range to the meteor, assumed here to be equal to altitude, λ is the radar wavelength, G is the gain 
of the antenna (assuming that the same antenna is used to both transmit and receive the radar signal), Pt is the 
transmit power, and Pn is the noise power. Assuming that the micrometeoroid ablates entirely above the same 
portion of the radar beam, that is, that G is constant over the meteor's ablation path, the SNR depends only on the 
radar cross section and the altitude of the meteor:

SNR ∝
𝜎𝜎

𝑅𝑅4
. (21)

To compare the SNR of the meteor during ablation of its organic coating with the SNR during ablation of its 
metallic core, we normalized the SNR of the meteor to the peak SNR during Fe ablation. Therefore, when the 
PPy coating ablates, a normalized SNR greater than 1 indicates that it is more detectable than the Fe core of the 
particle, and a normalized SNR less than 1 indicates that it is less detectable.

This model reveals that the organic coating may produce detectable amounts of charges relative to the Fe core 
depending how much organic material is present on the surface of the micrometeoroid. As a case study to illus-
trate organic ablation, Figure 5 shows the ablation of a hypothetical Fe particle coated in PPy entering Earth's 
atmosphere at 15 km/s. The particle consists of a core of 10 μg Fe surrounded by a 0.01 μg PPy layer, which 
corresponds to an approximate coating thickness of 120 nm on an Fe particle of 67 μm radius. This assumption 
is consistent with the findings of Flynn et  al.  (2013), who found organic coatings of approximately 100  nm 
thickness on the individual submicron grains that form micron-size aggregate particles. The particle entered the 
atmosphere at an angle of 0° to the zenith, and the heating coefficient was set to Λ = 0.6, which was the heating 
coefficient found by DeLuca and Sternovsky (2019). The ablating particle deposited its entire PPy content into 
the atmosphere over a relatively narrow altitude range of 93–94 km. About 70% of the Fe core of the original 
particle ablated with maximum Fe ablation occurring at approximately 78 km. The radar SNR of the particle 
peaked during Fe ablation. Nevertheless, there was a narrow but intense increase in SNR due to PPy ablation 
at 93–94 km with a peak about an order of magnitude lower than the peak during Fe ablation. The PPy on the 
simulated particle thus behaves similarly to Na and K in actual meteors, which produce narrow but intense spikes 
in head echo SNR prior to the ablation of the rest of the particle (e.g., Janches et al., 2009). The magnitude of the 
SNR due to PPy ablation depends strongly on the amount of PPy in the particle coating. For example, increasing 
the mass of the PPy coating from 0.1% to 1% of the Fe core mass increases the radar SNR due to PPy ablation by 
two orders of magnitude. This increase in SNR occurs because the radar cross-section σ scales as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ∝ 𝑁𝑁

2
𝑒𝑒  during 

the relatively fast PPy ablation, where Ne is the number of electrons produced by the coating. Such an increase 
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in SNR would make the PPy ablation easier to detect than the Fe core ablation although the PPy ablates over a 
relatively narrow range of altitudes, whereas the Fe ablation has a much broader profile. This could potentially 
explain the existence of a high-altitude tail on the altitude distribution of meteors present in Arecibo observations 
(Swarnalingam et al., 2019).

In summary, the case study above indicates that organic coatings on micrometeoroids may increase the detect-
ability of meteors at higher altitudes by radars. The detectability is enhanced due to the narrow altitude range 
over which the complex organics are deposited and the efficient ionization of these molecules. Realistic organic 
coatings on micrometeoroids, however, may consist of complex compounds with a range of activation energies. 
The consequence is then the ablation of organics over a wider altitude range, which in turn would reduce the 
detectability of the meteors in comparison with the homogenous organic coating considered in the case study.

5.3. Implications for Prebiotic Organic Delivery

Organic ablation from the surfaces of micrometeoroids could provide a pathway for the delivery of organics 
into the atmosphere, which may have contributed to the origin of life on Earth. For example, the hypothetical 
PPy-coated particle modeled in Figure 5 deposits its entire organic coating into the atmosphere at an altitude 
about 15 km above the peak in Fe ablation. Although the particle reaches a peak temperature over 2000 K, its 
organic component thermally ablates at much lower temperatures and thus higher altitudes. As shown in our 
experiments, the organic PPy coating appears to ablate as complex molecules that are not destroyed by ablation, 
which suggests that organics ablated during the atmospheric entry of real micrometeoroids could also survive. 
Our experiments are consistent with previous studies, including the finding by Glavin and Bada  (2001) that 
glycine can survive sublimation from meteorites and studies by Jenniskens et al. (2000, 2004) which suggested 
that organics may survive meteoroid ablation.

The quantity of organics that micrometeoroids deposit into the atmosphere could be significant compared to the 
quantity delivered to Earth's surface by interplanetary dust particles, provided that the ablated organics survive 
exposure to the atmosphere. The vast majority of the incoming mass flux forms meteors; only a minor portion 
of the influx is sufficiently small enough to pass through the atmosphere intact. For example, Flynn et al. (2004) 
estimated that out of approximately 30,000 tons/year of incoming meteoric material, only 1%, or about 300 

Figure 5. Ablation of a hypothetical PPy-coated Fe particle in Earth's atmosphere. The particle consists of a 10-μg Fe core coated in 0.01 μg PPy and entered the 
atmosphere at 15 km/s. The PPy ablates around 93–94 km, while the Fe ablation peaks at 78 km. The SNR is normalized to the peak SNR of the Fe ablation. Only 70% 
of the Fe component of the original particle ablates, meaning that the remainder of the particle forms an organic-free micrometeorite.
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tons/year, are heated to temperatures below 600°C and can feasibly deliver their organics intact. The remaining 
99% of incoming particles are too strongly heated to deliver organics to the surface. However, based on our labo-
ratory experiments, those strongly heated particles may still contribute organics by ablating them directly into 
the atmosphere. Such organics would have to be present on the surfaces of the micrometeoroids or be exposed 
by fragmentation during atmospheric entry. The ablated organics would then have to survive transit through the 
atmosphere to Earth's surface in order to contribute to the prebiotic organic inventory. In particular, such organic 
molecules (or large fragments thereof) would have to survive hyperthermal collisions with gas molecules, disso-
ciative recombination if they are ionized, exposure to ultraviolet radiation, and reactions with other species in 
the atmosphere. However, even if only a minor fraction of the organics in micrometeoroids survives, it could still 
rival the quantity delivered to the surface by small dust particles. Chyba and Sagan (1992) showed that small 
interplanetary dust particles may have delivered the dominant source of exogenous organics to Earth prior to the 
origin of life. If meteors also contributed intact organics, then their contribution to the early Earth's prebiotic 
organic inventory could have been similarly significant.

Data Availability Statement
The data presented in this article can be found in a repository (Sternovsky, 2022).
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